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Setting the stage

Lexical semantic change detection
I Well-represented in NLP recently
I Mostly diachronic changes
I Shared tasks:

I SemEval’20 (English, German, Latin and Swedish) [Schlechtweg et al., 2020]
I EvalIta (Italian) [Basile et al., 2020]
I RuShiftEval (Russian) [Kutuzov and Pivovarova, 2021]

I The systems are to rank a set of words according to the degree of their semantic
change between two given time bins.

Pretty much everyone uses distributional word embeddings, encoding semantics (via
language modeling pre-training). Difference between word embeddings = difference
between meanings.

But what about changes in the the morphosyntactic behaviour of words?
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Setting the stage
I Semantics, morphology and syntax are strongly interdependent
I Semantic change <–> changes in the distribution of grammatical features (no matter

the causal direction)

English noun ‘Lass’:
1. Older times: ‘YOUNG WOMAN’ sense more

dominant (‘lasses are dancing’)
2. 20th century: ‘SWEETHEART’ sense more

dominant (‘the young hero and his lass’)
A sharp decrease in plural usages!

(English corpora of SemEval 2020)
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Setting the stage

Grammatical profiling
I At the RuShiftEval shared task, [Ryzhova et al., 2021] already used grammatical profiles.
I Case and number frequency distributions.
I The system did not win, but an interesting approach.
I Semantic change detection without access to semantics?
I It inspired us.

Our findings in short
I Tracing changes in the morphosyntactic categories does outperform count-based

distributional models.
I Morphological and syntactic categories are complementary.
I Useful categories are language-dependent.
I Predictions are interpretable (unlike embedding-based methods).

https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.10397 (CoNLL-2021)
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Semantic change datasets

Standard subtasks
I Subtask 2: ranking (graded change detection)
I Subtask 1: binary classification (any senses gained or lost?)

1. SemEval dataset: both subtasks, English, German, Latin, Swedish [Schlechtweg et al., 2020]

2. EvaLita dataset: Subtask 1 only, Italian [Basile et al., 2020]

3. RuShiftEval dataset: Subtask 2 only, Russian [Kutuzov and Pivovarova, 2021]

In total, 274 manually annotated words from 3 Indo-European language groups:
Italic, Germanic and Slavic.
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Morphosyntax methods for semantic change detection

Basic procedure 1/2
1. Target historical corpora are tagged and parsed with UDPipe [Straka and Straková, 2017]

2. Dictionary of frequencies of morphosyntactic categories (keys) for each target word in
both corpora:
{’Number=Sing’: 338, ’Number=Plur’: 114}

3. For syntax, keys are labels of the dependency arc from the target word to its head
(DEPREL in the CONLLU format).

4. Feature list: union of all keys for a target word
5. Feature vectors ~x1 and ~x2 for two time bins (if a feature does not occur then, its value is

0).

Feature vectors are actually time-dependent grammatical profiles.
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Morphosyntax methods for semantic change detection

Basic procedure 2/2

1. Cosine distance cos(~x1, ~x2) is the change in the grammatical profiles of the target word
2. Separate distance scores for morphology and syntax: dmorph and dsynt

3. Subtask 2: distances map directly to semantic change
4. Subtask 1: top n target words by distance score are labeled as ‘changed’ (1) and the

rest as ’stable’ (0)
5. dmorph and dsynt can be averaged to combine morphology and syntax signals.

In the end, 3 solutions for each task:
‘morphology’, ‘syntax’, ‘averaged’
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We also tested some improvements

1. Filtering
I Exclude rare grammatical categories
I Sum of feature occurrences < 5% of total word usages? Discard.
I NB: we did not tune this threshold to avoid over-fitting.

2. Category separation (example for the verb ‘to circle’)

Basic procedure: features comprise all
categories of a word occurrence (FEATS):
Tense=Pres|VerbForm=Part:50
Mood=Ind|Tense=Past|VerbForm=Fin:24
Tense=Past|VerbForm=Part|Voice=Pass:17
VerbForm=Inf:9
Mood=Ind|Tense=Pres|VerbForm=Fin:1
Tense=Past|VerbForm=Part:1

Too sparse, conflates different
phenomena. Convert to separate
feature vector per category:
Tense:{Past 42, Pres 51}
VerbForm:{Part 68, Fin 25, Inf 9}
Mood:{Ind 25}
Voice:{Pass 17}

Distances computed separately for each category. Maximum distance value is the change
score.
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We also tested some improvements

3. Combination of morphology and syntax
I With category separation, we have an array of morphological distances.
I It is now possible to treat syntax more flexibly:

1. average morphological and syntactic distances
I morphology and syntax are weighted equally

2. append dsynt to morphological distances, choose the maximum value (max pooling)
I syntax is weighted down depending on the richness of the morphological profile (number of

categories) for a particular word.

All these ‘boosters’ do improve the results of our semantic change detection system
without semantics.
Let’s see.
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Results on Subtask 2 (graded change detection, Spearman ρ)
Categories SemEval 2020 languages Russian

English German Latin Swedish Mean Russian1 Russian2 Russian3 Mean

Basic procedure
Morphology 0.234 0.043 0.241 0.207 0.181 0.137 0.210 0.327 0.225
Syntax 0.319 0.163 0.328 -0.017 0.198 0.060 0.101 0.269 0.143
Average 0.293 0.147 0.304 0.088 0.208 0.101 0.191 0.294 0.195

5% filtering
Morphology 0.211 0.080 0.285 0.191 0.192 0.127 0.185 0.264 0.192
Syntax 0.331 0.146 0.265 0.184 0.231 0.056 0.111 0.279 0.149
Average 0.315 0.171 0.345 0.263 0.273 0.094 0.183 0.278 0.185

Category separation and 5% filtering
Morphology 0.218 0.074 0.519 0.303 0.278 0.028 0.241 0.293 0.187
Average 0.321 0.227 0.523 0.381 0.363 0.002 0.179 0.278 0.153
Combination / max pool 0.320 0.298 0.525 0.334 0.369 0.000 0.149 0.242 0.130

Prior SemEval results Prior RuShiftEval results*

Count baseline 0.022 0.216 0.359 -0.022 0.144 0.314 0.302 0.381 0.332
Best shared task system 0.422 0.725 0.412 0.547 0.527 0.798 0.803 0.822 0.807
[Ryzhova et al., 2021] - - - - - 0.157 0.199 0.343 0.233
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Results on Subtask 1 (binary change detection, accuracy)
Categories English German Latin Swedish Mean Italian

Basic procedure with n = 43% threshold
Morphology 0.595 0.521 0.525 0.581 0.555 0.722
Syntax 0.541 0.646 0.575 0.645 0.602 0.611
Average 0.568 0.583 0.475 0.710 0.584 0.722

Automatic change point detection with dynamic programming [Truong et al., 2020]
Morphology 0.622 0.479 0.625 0.548 0.569 0.722
Syntax 0.514 0.625 0.500 0.677 0.579 0.611
Average 0.595 0.542 0.525 0.677 0.585 0.778

Category separation, change point detection and 5% filtering
Morphology 0.622 0.583 0.625 0.581 0.603 0.500
Average 0.595 0.625 0.450 0.710 0.595 0.667
Combination / max pool 0.541 0.583 0.575 0.645 0.586 0.500

Prior SemEval results Prior EvaLita results*

Baseline 0.595 0.688 0.525 0.645 0.613 0.611
Best shared task system 0.622 0.750 0.700 0.677 0.687 0.944

NB: All binary change detection methods are fundamentally based on the scores produced by ranking (Subtask 2)
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When it works?
Many cases of broadening and narrowing are captured.

Just one English example

I The noun ‘stab’ is ranked 4th out of 37 target
words.

I Syntactic changes
I The word used as oblique argument:

I 19th century: 13% of all occurrences
I 20th century: 27% of all occurrences

I Why?

I Emergent sense of ‘SUDDEN SHARP FEELING’:
I ‘...left me with a sharp stab of sadness’, etc.

More examples for other languages in the paper.
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When it does not work?

False positives
I Erroneously high semantic change score
I Can be caused by sharp increase in word frequency
I Grammatical profile becomes more diverse:

I German ‘Lyzeum’ (‘LYCEUM’), 19th vs 20th century
I Latin ‘jus’ (a ‘RIGHT’, the ‘LAW’), BCE vs CE

False negatives
I Erroneously low semantic change score
I Semantic shift is not reflected (enough) in morphosyntax
I German ‘Ohrwurm’ (‘EARWORM’ →‘CATCHY SONG’)

I no significant changes in the grammatical profile
I Latin ‘pontifex ’ (a ‘BISHOP’ →the ‘POPE’)

I singular usages increased from 63% to 83%, but still low change score
I ranked 22nd out of 40 target words
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Category importance
Which categories are most related to semantic change?

Language Important categories Accuracy F1

English nouns number 0.576 0.523
English verbs verb form, syntax 0.750 0.733

German number, syntax, gender 0.542 0.541

Swedish syntax, mood, voice, definiteness, number 0.839 0.797

Latin voice, number, degree, case, gender, mood,
aspect, person, tense

0.650 0.649

Italian number, tense, syntax 0.778 0.723

Categories with positive weights in binary logistic regression classifiers of semantic change.
Features are cosine distances between frequency vectors of categories from different time bins.
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Category importance
Spearman ρ between per-category diachronic grammatical profile distances and manually
annotated semantic change estimations:

Number Mood Degree Gender Case Syntax

English - - - - - 0.331
German - - - - - -
Latin 0.304 - 0.301 - - -
Swedish 0.402 0.397 - - - -

Russian 1 - - - 0.218 0.196 -
Russian 2 - - - 0.231 0.324 -
Russian 3 0.246 - - 0.218 0.327 0.279

Only significant correlations shown (p < 0.05). Note no correlations for German, a
fusional language - why so? Correlations with gender in Russian are also unexpected.
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Summing up

I Grammatical profiling allows to build a semantic change detection system without
access to lexical semantics at all.

I It consistently outperforms count-based distributional models across 6 languages and
3 datasets.

I For Latin, it outperforms all official results in Subtask 2 of SemEval’20 Task 1.

I Importantly, the predictions are highly interpretable.
I We do not aim to establish a new SOTA, though.
I We call for more attention to the relation between morphosyntax and semantic change.
I Grammatical profiling should become one of the standard baselines for semantic

change detection.
Thanks, and questions are welcome!
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